
We provide a perfect 
exterior for any building!

Flexible clinker is made of environmentally friendly, 
vapor–permeable and fire–safe material with unique 
properties, which provide for its multipurpose use.



Appearance: flexible clinker is visually indistinguishable from natural 
ceramic bricks.

Minimizing costsand complexity: usingflexible clinkermakes 
finishing much easier and cheaper.

Ease of use: you can install clinker yourself!

Our flexible clinker provides 
for perfect exterior and interior finishing thanks 
to its advantages:



a wide range of colors

We also offer:
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We produce and supply modern finishing material 
mimicking clinker and brick.

polymer adhesive grout



Finishing of facades 
of private houses, etc.

Finishing of 
multi-story buildings Interior finishing

Flexible clinker can be bent at any angle or cut, making it great for working with 
non-standard shapes. We offer a wide range of colors and many surface textures, so 
you can easily find the right material for your interior and exterior.
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Areas of application:
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environmentally friendly 
— made from high-quality 
eco-material

resistant to seasonal 
temperature changes

has a wide range 
of colors

flexible clinker 
is vapor-permeable

flexible and easy 
to install — no special 
skills required

lightweight — 
the material doesn’t 
load the facade

Flexible clinker boasts certain features that 
make it a perfect solution for facade finishing:



The weight of flexible clinker — 3.5 kg/m² 
Thickness — 2.5-3 mm  
The consumption of adhesive — 2.3-2.5 kg/m² 
Frost resistance — not less than 200 cycles 
UV resistance — 8 points     

Flexible clinker combined with polymer adhesive 
(grout) will help you finish a facade quickly and 
inexpensively. 

The advantages include:



8 reasons to work with us:

1. High quality of raw materials.

2. A wide range of products

3. Reliable and timely deliveries.

4. Five-year experience.

5. Favorable prices.

6. Short production terms.

7. High production capacities.

8. Individual approach.



We have successfully fulfilled many orders, including those by Atsvara UAB.

Customers trust us!



Order 500 square 
metre and get 35% 
and more off!

Get a discount!

Flexible clinker: minimum costs and the widest range of options for interior 
and exterior finishing.



Contact us

Website:  

Phone:

Email:  gibka39@mail.ru

gibka39.ru

+7 911 49 23 511 
+7 911 45 82 845


